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Abstract

Event Extraction (EE) is a fundamental task in information extraction, aimed at identifying events and their associated
arguments within textual data. It holds significant importance in various applications and serves as a catalyst for
the development of related tasks. Despite the availability of numerous datasets and methods for event extraction
in various languages, there has been a notable absence of a dedicated dataset for the Vietnamese language. To
address this limitation, we propose BKEE, a novel event extraction dataset for Vietnamese. BKEE encompasses
over 33 distinct event types and 28 different event argument roles, providing a labeled dataset for entity mentions,
event mentions, and event arguments on 1066 documents. Additionally, we establish robust baselines for potential
downstream tasks on this dataset, facilitating the analysis of challenges and future development prospects in the field
of Vietnamese event extraction.
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1. Introduction

Event Extraction stands as a pivotal and challeng-
ing endeavor within the realm of Information Ex-
traction. In the context of EE, an event extraction
pipeline consists of three main tasks: (1) Entity
Mention Detection (EMD): to find words that refer
to real-world entities and their types; (2) Event De-
tection (ED): to find the words (event trigger) that
refer to the occurrence of the event and their types;
and (3) Event Argument Extraction (EAE): to find
entities that are involved in the event and their roles.
To better understand these problems consider the
example in Figure 1. EE has far-reaching applica-
tions in fields including information retrieval (Zhang
et al., 2021; Kuhnle et al., 2021), recommenda-
tion systems (Gao et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017)
intelligent question answering (Boyd-Graber and
Börschinger, 2020; Cao et al., 2020), knowledge
graph construction (Wu et al., 2019; Bosselut et al.,
2021), and numerous other areas (Liu et al., 2021;
Ma et al., 2021).

Due to its important role, Event Extraction has
received significant research attention over the
past century (Ahn, 2006; Ji and Grishman, 2008;
Nguyen et al., 2016, 2021; Veyseh et al., 2021;
Veyseh and Nguyen, 2022; Liu et al., 2022). Most
of these efforts have focused on resource-rich lan-
guages like English and Chinese, as illustrated by
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datasets used such as MAVEN (Wang et al., 2020),
RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020), and WikiEvents (Li
et al., 2021), which are only annotated for English.
In addition, the growing need for multilingual event
extraction systems has given rise to the develop-
ment of multilingual datasets like ACE 2005 (Hsi
et al., 2016), TAC KBP datasets (Mitamura and Liu,
2016, 2017), MINION (Veyseh et al., 2022b), and
MEE (Veyseh et al., 2022a). Some initiatives have
aimed at languages with fewer resources, such as
French (Bittar et al., 2011) and Catalan (Saurı and
Badia, 2012). However, it is important to acknowl-
edge the absence of availability of Vietnamese lan-
guage resources for event extraction. This scarcity
significantly restricts research and application op-
portunities in this domain, further highlighting the
gap between rich-resource and low-resource lan-
guages in the field of event extraction.

To address this limitation, we propose BKEE, the
first event extraction dataset for the Vietnamese
language. BKEE fully covers Event Mention Detec-
tion (EMD), Event Detection (ED), and Event Argu-
ment Extraction (EAE) tasks, with content spanning
11 different domains from news sources. Across
the entire dataset, our dataset includes 12 entity
types, 8 event types, 33 event sub-types, and 28
argument roles, totaling almost 9,000 event men-
tions, over 16,000 arguments, and entity mentions,
making BKEE a valuable resource for Vietnamese
event extraction and related applications. In addi-
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Figure 1: Entity Mention, Event Mention, and Argument Role example.

tion, we conduct extensive experiments on tasks
derived from our dataset, establishing strong base-
lines and offering insights into specific Vietnamese
EE challenges, useful for future works. Results
highlight the struggles of current state-of-the-art
EE models on BKEE, especially with overlapping
contexts, complex event and entity mentions, and
issues related to word-tokenization errors.

2. Data Construction

2.1. Data Preparation
We obtain the source data from news articles pub-
lished on a major Vietnamese news media source
BaoMoi during the period from 2018 to 2020. To en-
sure diversity in topics and focus on event-related
data, we collect articles from 11 different domains,
including entertainment, transportation, business,
law, society, technology, demonstrations, elections,
the military, startup organizations, and sports. Af-
ter removing duplicate content, the articles are sen-
tence tokenized using VnCoreNLP (Vu et al., 2018).
As a result, we obtain a total of 1066 documents,
21318 sentences with a corresponding length of
about 17 words/sentence. Subsequently, they are
annotated across all three subtasks: Entity Mention
Detection (EMD), Event Detection (ED), and Event
Argument Extraction (EAE).

2.2. Data Annotation
We follow the entity, event, argument definitions,
and labeling guidelines from the widely used ACE
2005 dataset (Walker et al., 2006) to leverage its

https://baomoi.com/

Event Subtypes Argument Roles
End-position Time, Place, Person, Entity,

Position
Transport Time, Vehicle, Destination,

Origin, Agentm, Artifact
Meet Entity, Place, Time

Table 1: Example of argument roles corresponding
to event subtypes in BKEE.

well-structured documentation and maintain con-
sistency with prior works in Event Extraction. How-
ever, due to limited resources, we only annotate
entities that are directly related to events, that is,
only entity mentions in sentences containing event
mentions are labeled. Consequently, our dataset
comprises all 8 event types, 33 event subtypes, 12
entity types, and 28 distinct argument roles. Tables
2 and 1 illustrate some examples of event types,
event subtypes, and argument roles in BKEE.

To ensure label quality, we select experienced
native speakers for tasks nearly similar tasks to
annotation (e.g., Named-entity recognition). Ini-
tially, they are provided with annotation guidelines
in Vietnamese, which are constructed based on
ACE 2005 guidelines. Subsequently, they undergo
an annotation verification process, which includes
entity mentions, event mentions, and argument
roles extraction. Annotators achieving accuracy
rates above 95% in test cases then progress to
the official labeling phase for our data. A total of 3
labelers participated throughout our EE project.

To minimize the complexity of labeling processes,
our labeling process follows a sequential approach,
where we annotate event mentions, entity mentions,
and event arguments in that order. In addition, we
divide documents into sentences, and then each
sentence is annotated separately for EE tasks to
reduce annotator overload in long documents. To
evaluate the quality of our annotations, we employ
a two-stage process. In the first stage, 10% of the
documents are co-annotated by multiple annotators
to assess agreement scores. Note that, in this co-
annotated stage, annotators work independently
to label the data. To quantify agreement scores,
we utilize Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011)

Event Type Event Sub-Type
Business Start-Org, Merge-Org, Declare-

Bankruptcy, End-Org
Conflict Attack, Demonstrate
Life Be-Born, Marry, Divorce, Injure,

Die

Table 2: Example of event types and corresponding
event subtypes in BKEE.
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Task Count IAA(%) Challenges
EMD 8,717 83.0 JOB
ED 16,010 83.0 DEMONSTRATE
EAE 16,010 85.1 DESTINATION

Table 3: Annotation overview of BKEE. Count:
Count of annotated events, entities, and argument
roles. IAA: Inter-Annotator Agreement scores be-
tween annotators. Challenges: Identifying the
most challenging type to annotate.

and the MASI distance metric (Passonneau, 2006).
These enable us to calculate inter-annotator agree-
ments (IAA) for each task based on the data an-
notated in the co-annotated stage. In the second
stage, the remaining 90% of the documents are
distributed among annotators for separate anno-
tation. Here, annotators have the opportunity to
collaborate by sharing their annotations and partic-
ipating in discussions to resolve any discrepancies
and reach a consensus on the final dataset.

2.3. Data Statistics

Table 3 reports a statistic of the total number of
event mentions, entity mentions, and arguments la-
beled. Additionally, we report the agreement scores
among annotators for each task, accompanied by
the most challenging types to label. The challeng-
ing type is determined based on inter-annotator
disagreements (total disagreements divided by the
number of occurrences of that type), where higher
disagreement indicates a higher level of challenge.
As can be seen, with nearly 9k events, over 16k
entities, and arguments, our dataset demonstrates
significant potential for serving future deep learning
applications. Furthermore, the diversity of types is
evident through the specific distributions of event
types, entity types, and argument types as illus-
trated in Figures 3, 2, and 4, respectively. This
diversity underscores the dataset’s versatility, mak-
ing it suitable for a wide range of domains and
applications.

Figure 2: Distributions of entity types in BKEE.

3. Experiments

In this section, we conduct a performance evalu-
ation of baselines and EE state-of-the-art models
on BKEE to reveal its challenges inherent.

In our experiments, we adopt two distinct EE ap-
proaches:(1) Pipeline: We develop separate mod-
els for each of the three tasks (EMD, ED, and EAE).
Each model is designed to handle a specific task in-
dependently. (2) Joint-learning: We utilize a model
that simultaneously learns and infers all three tasks.
This approach aims to mitigate error propagation
and capitalize on the inherent interdependencies
among these tasks. In both approaches, during the
training, EMD and ED are modeled as BIO-labeled
sequence tasks, while EAE is approached through
the classification of the relationship between event
mentions and entity mentions predicted by EMD
and ED. Table 4 illustrates how these tasks are
modeled, corresponding to the example in Figure1.

3.1. Baseline Models

For the pipeline, we use a pretrained transformer-
based language model (XLM-Roberta/ PhoBERT)
to encode input text for each task. For EMD and
ED tasks, token representations are fed into a
feed-forward network to compute label distributions,
while event mention and entity mention word rep-
resentations are concatenated and fed into a feed-
forward network for argument role prediction. For
the joint-learning models, we evaluate two SOTA
joint-learning EE models OneIE (Lin et al., 2020)
and FourIE (Nguyen et al., 2021) on BKEE.

Figure 3: Distributions of event types in BKEE.

Figure 4: Distributions of key arguments in BKEE.
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Input Mr Pham Manh Thang will hold the position of deputy general director of VietcomBank from March 10/3 .
ED O O O O O B-start-position O O O O O O O O O O O O
EMD B-PER I-PER I-PER I-PER O O O O O B-JOB I-JOB I-JOB I-JOB I-JOB O B-TIME I-TIME O
EAE (hold-Mr Pham Manh Thang):Person; (hold-deputy general director of Vietcombank):JOB; (hold-March 10/3):TIME

Table 4: Illustration of ED, EMD, and EAE tasks in the training process.

3.2. Hyper-parameters

For pre-trained language models (PLMs), we
conducted experiments using models based on
PhoBERT (Nguyen and Tuan Nguyen, 2020) and
XLM-Roberta (Conneau et al., 2020) (large ver-
sion). During training, EAE is provided with golden
EMD and ED labels, whereas during the evalua-
tion, it only accesses event mentions and entity
mentions previously predicted by EMD and ED. In
the model pipeline, we fine-tuned PLMs, where the
feed-forward network consists of 2 linear layers
with a dimension of 250, a learning rate of 1e-5,
a batch size of 16, and used the Adam optimizer.
For OneIE and FourIE, we leveraged the parame-
ters recommended by the original works (Lin et al.,
2020; Nguyen et al., 2021). For data, we randomly
divide the dataset into training, development, and
testing sets with a ratio of 3:1:1 by documents. Fol-
lowing prior EE works (Lin et al., 2020; Nguyen
et al., 2021, 2022), we report F1 scores of EE
models over three tasks EMD, ED, and EAE for
performance measure. We report the average per-
formances of five different runs with random seeds.

Unlike several languages, e.g. English, where
words are separated by spaces, Vietnamese
presents a more complex word tokenization task
due to the presence of multi-syllabic words, while
PhoBERT requires the input that is word-tokenized.
To address this issue, we employ VnCoreNLP (Vu
et al., 2018), along with human quality checks to
enhance word tokenization accuracy.

3.3. Results

Tables 5 and 6 illustrate the performance of base-
lines on BKEE when utilizing pretrained Phobert
and Roberta models. Despite not being specifi-
cally designed for the Vietnamese language, XLM-
Roberta still delivers competitive results on the
pipeline, but in general EE PhoBERT-based mod-
els perform better than XLM-Roberta-based mod-
els. Furthermore, the joint learning models (OneIE,
FourIE) outperform the pipeline models, especially
in argument role classification, demonstrating that
joint learning can help mitigate error propagation
in end-to-end models. Therefore, future research
efforts may benefit from a more focused approach
in this direction.

3.4. Error Analysis

To better grasp the dataset’s challenges for extrac-
tion systems, we analyze 100 random errors of
FourIE using PhoBERT on the test set and describe
the main error categories below:
Overlapping context (35%): Usually occurs in
the EAE task. Sentences containing events are
often long and have many overlapping contextual
elements, leading to errors in prediction. For exam-
ple, in the sentence After the crime, Hung visited
Tran Van Chien’s house to discuss it, and Chien
purchased a SIM card to stay in touch with Hung
during his escape., the entity "Chien" was assigned
the wrong role "Agent" to activate event "escape",
while "Chien" is not the subject of this escape.
Span errors (28%): Usually occurs in the EMD
and ED task. These errors occur when the model
captures part of a mention but does not over-
lap completely with the gold one. For example,
the entity "Ngan_hang Nong_nghiep và Phat_trien
nong_thon Viet_Nam Agribank" (Vietnam Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development Agribank) is
only partially detected as "Agribank". Through our
in-house experiments, these errors primarily stem
from (1) the complex structure of entity mentions
and event mentions in Vietnamese. For instance,
organizational names in Vietnam are often lengthy
(40% of entity mentions contain more than 2 words,
the longest case even up to 82 words), and (2) the
error of word tokenization leads to mentions ending
too early, starting too late, or missing a syllable in
the middle of a span. Our in-house experiments
have revealed that relying solely on whitespace for
word segmentation, a common practice in English,
significantly diminishes the baseline performance
of FourIE with pre-trained Pho-bert. This resulted
in a noteworthy 1.7% drop in F1-score for entity
mention detection, 0.6% for event detection, and
2.3% for event argument extraction. These findings
underscore the tangible impact of word segmenta-
tion on model performance.
Potentially relevant (12%): Entities, triggers, and
arguments are identified that can be considered

Task Pipeline OneIE FourIE
Entity 54.4 55.8 57.6
Event 61.8 62.8 61.9
Argument 44.4 53.0 53.4

Table 5: The performance (F1-score) of baselines
using PhoBERT on BKEE.
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Task Pipeline OneIE FourIE
Entity 55.0 56.3 56.4
The Event 60.3 60.0 61.5
Argument 44.9 51.7 51.6

Table 6: The performance (F1-score) of baselines
using XLM-RoBERTa on BKEE.

valid based on manual review. For example, while
the golden entity is "Iraq and Syria", the model iden-
tifies two entities as "Iraq" and "Syria".
Abbreviations (6%): Abbreviations in the text
are sometimes misunderstood. For example, the
acronym "CEO" is mislabeled as "JOB" instead of
"PER", or vice versa.

Proportions do not add up to 100% because we
exclude less common errors or undefined classes.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we propose BKEE, the first
Vietnamese-language EE dataset that achieves
three main goals: (1) reducing the gap between
rich-resource and low-resource languages in the
field of EE, (2) pioneering EE development for the
Vietnamese language, and (3) establishing strong
baselines to support future works and analyzing the
challenges faced by Vietnamese EE. Experimen-
tal results indicate that Vietnamese EE encounters
cases of overlapping context, complex event and
entity mentions, and the critical preprocessing task
of word-tokenization to enhance performance.

5. Limitations

As the first EE dataset for the Vietnamese language,
BKEE reduces the gap between rich-resource and
low-resource languages in the field of EE. How-
ever, some limitations can be improved in the future.
First, although BKEE offers a significant amount
of events, entities, and arguments, it is currently
labeled intra-sentence due to limitations in our hu-
man resources. Expanding to the document level
would result in an exponential increase in the num-
ber of labeled samples required. Therefore, future
works may consider extending BKEE beyond the
sentence level to enhance the overall understand-
ing of global semantics and complex information
processing. However, scaling annotations at the
document level can lead to an exponential increase
in labeling effort, leading to overwhelming annota-
tors and affecting data quality. To overcome this,
future efforts could adopt strategies used in several
EE volumes, such as RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020), in
which articles are divided into a number of consec-
utive sentences (called a segment). This approach
allows individual annotations for each segment, al-

lowing annotators to better grasp context and pro-
vide more accurate event and entity annotations.
Second, our experiments indicate that the qual-
ity of word-tokenization might affect the EE perfor-
mance of PhoBERT-based models. Future works
can improve word boundary detection to minimize
span errors or increase the ability to understand
document structure to minimize context complexity.
Nevertheless, there is still room to investigate the
performance of syllable-based EE models. Finally,
compared to resource-rich languages, SOTA EE
models on BKEE exhibit significantly lower perfor-
mance, as can be seen in (Veyseh et al., 2022a).
Future works may delve deeper into addressing this
gap to achieve better performance for Vietnamese
EE.
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